Virtualization makes virtual machine placement (VMP) one of the most important technology in cloud computing. An effective VMP algorithm can significantly improve resource utilization of physical machines (PMs) in cloud datacenters. In this paper, we propose a VMP algorithm based on weighted PageRank (WPRVMP), which pursued to minimize the number of active PMs and improve the total resource utilization of all PMs in cloud datacenters. The impact of unplaced virtual machines (VMs) in the VMP process on the placement results, and the impact of VMP on the total resource utilization of all PMs are considered in this algorithm, to avoid the algorithm to fall into local optimal solution. In the process of selecting PM for each VM, the number of unplaced VMs of different types in the VMP process is considered in WPRVMP by weighted. The weighted PageRank algorithm is used to measure the possibility of a PM making full use of resources under different VMP conditions. The algorithm then ranks PMs according to the impact of the given VM is placed on each PM on the maximum resource utilization of all PMs, and places the VM based on the ranking results. Experimental results show that our algorithm is superior to other algorithms in reducing the number of active PMs and improving the resource utilization of PMs.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing is a business model that provides users with resources such as platform, hardware, and software on demand [1] . With the rapid development of the Internet, the application scenarios and scope of cloud computing in society are increasing, and the scale of cloud computing datacenters is also expanding. Through virtualization technology, cloud computing uses PMs provided by cloud computing service providers such as Google, Amazon, and IBM as virtual resources to share resources by hosting multiple virtual machines. For example, Amazon has developed the Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) and Simple Storage Service (S3) to provide computing, and storage services for users. The paid services include CPU, storage, and bandwidth resources [2] . This model allows users to apply to the service provider for any number of computing resources based on their needs without regard to the source of computing resources. But in The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Asad Waqar Malik . fact, computing resources are limited, and the cloud datacenters can also generate a lot of energy consumption while providing a large amount of computing resources. According to a report from Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC), cloud data center energy consumption is estimated to reach 140 billion kWh by 2020, which will be responsible for the emission of nearly 150 million tons of carbon pollution [3] . An idle PM that is active consumes 50%-70% of the energy of a fully utilized PM [4] . A survey shows that a 2.5GHz Intel E5200 dual-core desktop processor with 2GB of RAM consumes 70W when idle and 110W when fully loaded; a 2.4GHz Intel Q6600 processor with 4GB of RAM consumes 110W when idle and 175W when fully loaded [5] . Therefore, the energy consumption of cloud datacenters and waste of computing resources can be effectively reduced through improving the resource utilization of PMs and reducing the number of active PMs by using an effective VMP algorithm.
The VMP problem in cloud computing is often seen as a multi-dimension bin packing problem. The VM is equivalent to the item, the resource requirements of the VM are VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ the volume of the item, the PM is equivalent to the bin, and the resource capacity of the PM is the capacity of the bin. The resource requirements and resource capacity have multiple dimensions, such as CPU, memory, and bandwidth resources. The constraint of this problem is that the total resource requirements of all VMs accommodated in the PM cannot exceed the resource capacity of the PM, and the goal is to accommodate all VMs with a minimum number of PMs. Since the multi-dimension bin packing problem is an NP-hard problem [6] , it is very difficult to find the optimal solution for large-scale PM clusters and thousands of VMs in a datacenter, so the heuristic algorithm is often used to solve this problem. Classic heuristic algorithms include First Fit (FF) algorithm, Best Fit (BF) algorithm and so on. Based on these algorithms, the proposed improved algorithm such as First Fit Decreasing (FFD) algorithm, Best Fit Decreasing (BFD) algorithm is used to solve this kind of problem. The FF algorithm places a VM on the first PM with enough remaining resources [7] . The FFD algorithm sorts VMs in descending order of resource demands and places a VM on the first PM with enough remaining resources [8] . These algorithms neglect the demands on different resource dimensions for different types of VMs that are unbalanced. The unbalance here means that different types of VMs have different proportions of demand for different types of resources such as CPU, memory, and bandwidth. For example, some VMs have more demand for CPU, while others have more demand for memory. Li et al. [9] proposed a PageRank based VMP algorithm to solve this problem. However, these VMP algorithms have not considered the impact of unplaced VMs in VMP process on the placement results. Different PMs may require VMs with the same resource requirements to achieve maximum resource utilization, but the number of unplaced VMs is limited, and the number of unplaced VMs during VMP process is decreasing. Therefore, there may be conflicts between VMs required by different PMs to maximize resource utilization. If the number of unplaced VMs is not considered during the VMP process, the resource utilization between PMs may be unbalanced, thus resulting in a large amount of resource waste in some PMs. This is not conducive to get the global optimal solution.
For example, there are three types of resources. The requirements and capacity of each resource are represented numerically. Suppose there are two VM types VT 1 and VT 2 , whose resource requirements are [2,2,1] and [1, 1, 2] respectively, and they have the same number of unplaced VMs. The resource capacity of all PMs is [4, 4, 3] . There are three VMP strategies, as shown in Fig. 1 , which shows the resource usage and utilization of a PM in the three VMP strategies. Black solid lines are used to separate different VMs and different patterns are used to represent different types of VMs in resource utilization (90%), the algorithm will preferentially place two VMs of VT 1 on one PM, as shown in Fig. 1(a) . But when all VMs of VT 1 are placed, the remaining each VM of VT 2 needs a single PM to place them, as shown in Fig. 1(c) , the resource utilization of these PMs only 36%. The purpose of considering the number of unplaced VMs is to make the algorithm preferentially place VMs of VT 2 on the PM that has accommodated VM of VT 1 when the number of unplaced VMs of VT 2 is more than VT 1 , as shown in Fig. 1(b) . The resource utilization of these PMs is 81%, although it is lower than Fig. 1(a) , the average resource utilization of PMs of Fig. 1 (b) ((81% + 81%)/2 = 81%) is higher than Fig. 1 (a) and Fig. 1 
Furthermore, these VMP algorithms have not considered the impact of VMP on the total resource utilization of all PMs. The goal of the VMP algorithm is to minimize the number of active PMs, which requires the resources of each active PM to be fully utilized, that is, to maximize the total resource utilization of all PMs. Therefore, if an algorithm considers only the resource utilization maximization of a single PM but ignores the total resource utilization of all PMs, the algorithm will fall into a local optimal solution. The local optimal solution refers to the optimal solution within a certain range. An algorithm falling into a local optimal solution will result in its inability to find the optimal solution over the whole range. For example, if an algorithm considers only the resource utilization maximization of a single PM, it can maximize the resource utilization of a single PM, but cannot find a VMP scheme that maximizes the total resource utilization of all PMs.
For example, as shown in Fig. 2 (similar to Fig. 1 ), there are three types of resources. The requirements and capacity of each resource are represented numerically. Suppose there are two PMs PM 1 and PM 2 , their resource usage and utilization are shown in Fig. 2(a [1, 3, 1] respectively. The algorithm first selects a PM for VM 1 to place, and the resource usage and utilization of PM 1 and PM 2 after they accommodate VM 1 are shown in Fig. 2(b) . The resource utilization of PM 1 and PM 2 is 83% and 91% respectively. When only considering the resource utilization of a single PM, since the resource utilization of PM 2 is higher than PM 1 after they accommodate VM 1 , the algorithm places VM 1 on PM 2 . However, after VM 1 is placed, the remaining resource capacity of PM 2 becomes [0,1,0], and both PM 1 and PM 2 do not have enough resources to accommodate VM 2 . In this case, the algorithm needs to scale up the required resources by turn on a new PM for placing VM 2 , and the average resource utilization of PM 1 and PM 2 only 62% ((91% + 33%)/2). The purpose of considering the total resource utilization of all PMs is to make the algorithm to consider that which PM VM 1 is placed on can maximize the total resource utilization of PM 1 and PM 2 . When VM 1 is placed on PM 1 , VM 2 can be placed on PM 2 . In this case, the resource usage and utilization of PM 1 and PM 2 as shown in Fig. 2 (c), and their average resource utilization is 83% ((83%+83%)/2) which is higher than 62%.
To solve the above problems, we propose a VMP algorithm based on weighted PageRank WPRVMP. This algorithm considers the number of unplaced VMs of different types by weighted and takes maximize the total resource utilization of all PMs as the target of VMP to more effectively improve the resource utilization of PMs. Firstly, when selecting the initial PM cluster to be allocated, the algorithm treats the PM cluster as a whole, and selects the PM cluster whose resource capacity just meets the total resource requirements of the VM to be placed as the initial PM cluster to be allocated. The purpose is to avoid the algorithm falling into local optimal solution easily due to too few PMs to be allocated initially, and to reduce the execution efficiency of the algorithm due to too many PMs to be allocated initially. Secondly, considering that it is more likely to cause conflicts between PMs for the VM types with fewer number of unplaced VMs. The algorithm generates two weighted VMP graphs for each PM during selecting a PM for a VM, under the conditions that when the VM is placed and when the VM is not placed, to represent all VMP strategies to maximize the resource usage of the PM. The use of weight by the algorithm represents the remaining number of unplaced VMs in each VMP strategy, and the concept of weight is added in the PageRank algorithm. Taking the unplaced VMs as one of the bases, the weighted PageRank algorithm calculates the PageRank value of PM through the VMP graph to measure the possibility of the PM making full use of resources under two VMP conditions. Finally, in order to maximize the total resource utilization of all PMs, the algorithm ranks PMs according to the impact of the VM is placed on each PM on the maximum resource utilization of all PMs, and places the VM based on the ranking results.
The following sections of this paper are organized as follows. Section II discusses the related work. Section III describes the model of VMP problem and the PageRank algorithm. Section IV presents WPRVMP algorithm in detail.
Section V presents the experiment setup and simulation results of WPRVMP algorithm. Our conclusion and future work are drawn in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
The VMP problem has always been extensively concerned in the field of cloud computing. Initially, it has been treated as a linear programming (LP) problem. For example, Speitkamp and Bichler [10] formulated the VMP problem as an LP problem, and proposed a heuristic solution for server consolidation to minimize server costs. Lawey et al. [11] proposed a mixed integer linear programming (MILP) model to solve the problem of energy aware cloud VMP. They sliced the VMs into smaller VMs and placed them in proximity to their users to save servers power.
Later, since VMP problem involves multiple types of resources, it is often seen as a multi-dimension bin packing problem. Some classical heuristic algorithms, such as FF, BF, FFD, BFD, and their improved algorithms are often used to solve this kind of problems. For example, Beloglazov et al. [12] proposed a Modified Best Fit Decreasing algorithm, which allocated each VM to a host that provides the least increase of power consumption due to this allocation to reduce the energy consumption of PMs. Dong et al. [13] abstracted the VMP problem as a combination of bin packing problem and quadratic assignment problem, and proposed a greedy algorithm by combining minimum cut with the Best Fit to improve resource utilization and reduce both the number of active PMs. Furthermore, some works solved the VMP problem based on deep reinforcement learning algorithms [14] , [15] . There are also studies that proposed solutions for multi-dimension bin packing algorithms. For example, Grandl et al. [16] considered the VMP problem as a multi-resource bin packing problem and applied a multi-resource cluster scheduler Tetris to the scheduling policy to maximize the utilization of various types of resources in servers. Lu et al. [17] formulated the VMP process as a multi-dimensional vector scheduling problem and used a polynomial-time approximation scheme (PTAS) to maximum resource utilization of PMs. Li et al. [9] considered the unbalance of different types of VMs for different types of resource demands and proposed a PageRank based VMP algorithm, which measured the probability of each PM for fully utilizing its resources after accommodating a given VM through PageRank algorithm, and placed the given VM to the PM that has greatest probability, to reduce the number of active PMs. However, the algorithm did not consider the impact of unplaced virtual machines on the placement results, and the impact of VMP on the total resource utilization of all PMs, which resulted in the algorithm is easy to fall into a local optimal solution.
Because the VMP problem is NP-hard, the evolutionary computation (EC) algorithm is often used to solve this problem [18] , such as ant colony system (ACS) algorithm, genetic algorithm (GA), particle swarm algorithm, simulate anneal (SA) algorithm and so on [19] . Wilcox et al. [20] proposed an algorithm called Reordering Grouping Genetic Algorithm (RGGA) to solve the multi-capacity bin packing problem. They used multiple representations for each individual in the population in order to improve the efficiency of GA. In [21] , the author proposed a multi-level grouping genetic algorithm (MLGGA) to solve the server consolidation problem in distributed cloud. They described the datacenters as higher-level groups, and PMs as lower-level groups. In crossover operator, they crossed chromosomes in groups, in order to preserve the relation between the groups, thus improved the efficiency of EA and optimized the placement result. Liu et al. [22] improved ACS by coupled with order exchange and local search techniques to convert the infeasible solution into a feasible solution, and minimized the number of active servers. They compared the algorithm with other algorithms such as FFD to show the effectiveness of their algorithm. Wei et al. [23] proposed an improved ant colony optimization with adaptive parameter setting (AP-ACO) to improve the convergence rate and search capability of ACS, thus optimized the VMP strategy. Wu et al. [24] improved SA algorithm by FFD algorithm to reduce the number of active PMs in datacenters. Hong et al. [25] improved ACS by coupled with the GA to solve the VMP problem. GA is used to optimize the pheromone in ACS to boost the convergence of the ACS. However, there are some problems with the VMP algorithms based on evolutionary algorithms, such as easy to fall into a local optimal solution, unstable results due to randomness, and the setting of parameters has a large effect on the algorithm results.
In this paper, we propose a weighted PageRank based algorithm. This algorithm considers the unplaced virtual machines and total resource utilization of all PMs to avoid falling into a local optimal solution. Moreover, the algorithm does not depend on parameter settings and has better stability.
III. BACKGROUND A. VIRTUAL MACHINE PLACEMENT
When the cloud datacenter receives a user's request, it will create different types of VMs in PMs to process the user's request according to the resource requirements by the user. The goal of the VMP algorithm is to place a VM on an appropriate PM to minimize the number of active PMs and improve the total resource utilization of all PMs. We consider the VMP problem as a multi-dimension bin packing problem. Resource types considered by WPRVMP algorithm include CPU, RAM, and bandwidth. Suppose there are M PMs and N VMs. Let P = {P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P M } denote a group of PMs, where the PM P i ∈ P, we use PC i , PM i , and PB i represent the CPU, RAM, and bandwidth capacity of P i , respectively. Let V = {V 1 , V 2 , . . . , V N }denote a group of VMs, where the VM V j ∈ V , we use VC j , VM j , and VB j represent the CPU, RAM, and bandwidth requirements of V j ,respectively. Let x ij denote whether V j is placed on P i . If V j is placed on P i , then x ij = 1, if V j is not placed on P i , then x ij = 0. The goal of the VMP algorithm can be expressed as:
subject to:
Equation (2) indicates whether a PM is active. If exist a VM is placed on the PM, the PM is active (y i = 1), otherwise the PM is off (y i = 0). Constraint (3) means that each VM has one and only one PM to accommodate the VM. Constraint (4), (5) , and (6) indicate that the total requirements of all VMs placed on the PM cannot exceed the resource capacity of the PM.
Under the condition that the VM types are determined, the total resource utilization of all active PMs need to be maximized, in order to achieve the minimum number of active PM. The CPU utilization of P i can be expressed as:
The RAM utilization of P i can be expressed as:
The bandwidth utilization of P i can be expressed as:
The goal of maximizing the total resource utilization of all active PMs can be expressed as:
The PageRank algorithm was designed by Google to rank the importance of webpages based on the links between webpages [26] . PageRank treats a link between webpages as voting behavior. The PageRank value of webpages indicates the importance of webpages. The vote of a webpage with a large PageRank value occupies a larger weight, and the PageRank value of a webpage needs to be determined by votes for the webpage through other webpages. This is an interdependent process, so the PageRank algorithm needs to calculate the PageRank value of each webpage iteratively. PageRank algorithm first sets an initial PageRank value for each webpage, and then each webpage assigns the PageRank value evenly to the other webpages that it links to, and receives the PageRank values assigned to the webpage by all webpages that link to it to update its PageRank value. The PageRank value of the webpage can be computed:
where p 1 , p 2 , Ě, p i , Ě, p N represent all webpages, d is a damping factor, N is the total number of webpages, S(p i ) represents the set of all webpages that link to p i , L(p j ) represent the number of outbound links of p j .
In the PageRank algorithm, the PageRank value of each webpage is obtained through voting by other webpages. For webpages with inbound links but no outbound link, they will absorb the PageRank values of other webpages but do not contribute PageRank value to other webpages during the iteration, resulting in the PageRank values of all webpages become 0. Therefore, the PageRank algorithm evenly assigns the PageRank values of this type of webpages to all webpages, which is equivalent that these webpages have outbound links to all webpages.
IV. VM PLACEMENT ALGORITHM BASED ON WEIGHTED PAGERANK
In this paper, the PageRank algorithm is improved for virtual machine placement, and a VMP algorithm WPRVMP based on weighted PageRank is proposed. We consider the number of unplaced VMs in the VMP process into the VMP algorithm, and place VMs according to the goal of maximizing the total resource utilization of all active PMs, thus reducing the number of active PMs.
A. SELECT THE INITIAL PM CLUSTER TO BE ALLOCATED
Before VMP, the algorithm needs to select the initial PM cluster to be allocated. Too few PMs to be allocated initially will cause the algorithm falling into local optimal solution easily, and too many PMs to be allocated initially will result in reducing the execution efficiency of algorithm and wasting computing resources. To find a suitable number of PMs, the PM cluster is considered as a whole. The algorithm first traverses each PM that can be used, and adds the PM to the list of PMs to be allocated, and then determines whether the total resource capacity of all PMs in the list meets the total resource requirements of all VMs to be placed. If the condition is met, the traversal is stopped. Otherwise, the algorithm continues to traverse.
Through the above process, the total resource capacity of the PMs in the list of PMs to be allocated just meets the total resource requirements of all VMs, which is the minimum number of PMs required for all VMs to be placed under ideal conditions. Therefore, the list is the best initial list of PMs to be allocated before the VMP begins.
The pseudo-code of the algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1. The input of the algorithm is the VM list to be placed VMlist and the PM list that can be used PMlist, and the output is the initial PM list to be allocated assign_PMlist. First, the algorithm initializes all related variables (Line1-3), where the variable tab is used to determine whether the total resource capacity of all PMs in assign_PMlist meets the resource requirements of all VMs in VMlist. The variables vc_sum, vm_sum, and vb_sum represent total requirements of CPU, RAM, and bandwidth for all VMs in VMlist, respectively. The variables pc_sum, pm_sum, and pb_sum represent total capacity of CPU, RAM and bandwidth for all PMs in assign_PMlist, respectively. Next, the algorithm calculates the total resource requirements of all VMs (Line4-8). Then, the algorithm adds the PM in PMlist to assign_PMlist(Line 10), and calculates the total resource capacity of all PMs in assign_PMlist(Line 11-13), and then determines whether the total resource capacity of all PMs in assign_PMlist meets the total resource requirements of all VMs in VMlist(Line 14). If the condition is met, set tab = 1 and jump out of the loop (Line 15-16), otherwise continue the loop. Finally, the algorithm determines whether the total resource capacity of all PMs in PMlist meets the total resource requirements of all VMs in VMlist(Line 19). If it is met, the algorithm returns assign_PMlist (Line 20), otherwise, the algorithm returns no feasible solution (Line 22).
B. GENERATE VM PLACEMENT GRAPH
After determining the initial PM cluster to be allocated. In order to find the optimal VMP strategy, in the process of selecting a PM for a VM, the algorithm first generates two weighted VMP graphs for each PM under the two conditions that when the given VM is placed and when the given VM is not placed, to represent all VMP strategies that maximize the resource usage of the PM under given condition(maximize the resource usage indicates that the PM does not have sufficient resource capacity to accommodate any unplaced VM). The weight represents the number of unplaced VMs of different types of VMs used in the VMP strategy.
Taking VM V j and PM P i as an example. We assume that VT = {VT 1 , VT 2 , . . . , VT S } is the set of all VM types of the VMs to be placed, and the number of VM types is S, where the VM type VT k ∈ VT , we use TC k , TM k , TB k , and TN k represent the CPU, RAM, bandwidth requirements of VT k and number of unplaced VMs of the VT k type in node, respectively. The algorithm first generates two nodes for P i under the conditions that when V j is placed and when V j is not placed (V j is not placed mean that V j is placed on another PM). The node represents the resource usage of the PM in the given condition, and the information in the node includes the usage of different types of resources of the PM and the number of remaining unplaced VMs for all VM types. Algorithm 1 Select the initial PM cluster to be allocated Input: VM list to be placed VMlist; PM list that can be used PMlist Output: initial PM list to be allocated assign_PMlist 1: vc_sum ← 0; vm_sum ← 0; vb_sum ← 0; 2: pc_sum ← 0; pm_sum ← 0; pb_sum ← 0; 3: tab ← 0; 4: for each V j ∈ VMlist do 5: vc_sum ← vc_sum + VC j ; 6: vm_sum ← vm_sum + VM j ; 7: vb_sum ← vb_sum + VB j ; 8: end for 9: for each P i ∈ PMlist do 10: add P i to assign_PMlist; 11: pc_sum ← pc_sum + PC i ; 12: pm_sum ← pm_sum + PM i ; 13: pb_sum ← pb_sum + PB i ; 14: if pc_sum ≥ vc_sum & pm_sum ≥ vm_sum & pb_sum ≥ vb_sum then 15: tab ← 1; 16: break; 17: end if 18 : end for 19: if tab == 1 then 20: return assign_PMlist; 21: else 22: Exit;//no solution 23: end if The node structure is shown in Fig. 3 . The number of remaining unplaced VMs in these two nodes is the same, because in both conditions it is assumed that V j is placed.
The algorithm then generates two VMP graphs for P i through above two nodes. The nodes in VMP graph represent a resource usage of the PM, and the edges represent placing a certain type of VM to the PM. The node structure in VMP graph is the same as the first two nodes, as shown in Fig. 3 . The edges in VMP graph are weighted directed edges. An edge and two nodes connected to it represent that by placing a certain type of VM to the PM, the resource usage of the PM represented by the tail node of the edge is changed to the resource usage of the PM represented by the head node of the edge. The connection relationship between two nodes is the basis for the PageRank algorithm to calculate the PageRank value. Specifically, we assume that there are two nodes Node p and Node q . If PM can be changed from resource usage represented by Node p to resource usage represented by Node q through placing any type of VM on the PM, then Node p is considered to vote for Node q .
The weight of the edge represents the number of remaining unplaced VMs of the VM type in the VMP operation represented by the edge, and its value is the number of unplaced VMs of the corresponding VM type in the tail node of the edge. The number of unplaced VMs in a node is the average of the number of unplaced VMs in all nodes pointing to the node minus one VM represented by the edge between these two nodes. A specific example is shown in Fig. 4 . Figure 4 is an example of VMP graph for P i . The example represents resource requirements and usage numerically. We assume that there are three types of VMs VT 1 , VT 2 , and VT 3 , where the resource requirements of VT 1 and VT 2 for CPU, RAM, and bandwidth are[2,2,2], [3, 4, 4] , respectively. The resource usage in Node1 and Node2 are [10, 7, 8] and [9, 5, 6] , respectively. The number of remaining unplaced VMs of the three types of VMs in Node1 and Node2 are [6, 5, 4] and [7, 8, 2] , respectively. A VM of VT 1 is placed on P i , so that the resource usage of P i is changed from Node1 to [12, 9, 10] (the calculation process is [10+2,7+2,8+2]). A VM of VT 2 is placed on P i , so that the resource usage of P i is changed from Node2 to [12, 9, 10] (the calculation process is [9+3,5+4,6+4]). Since the resource usage generated by Node1 and Node2 is equal to the resource usage in Node3, both Node1 and Node2 point to Node3. The weight of the edge between Node1 and Node3 is TN 1 in Node1(equal to 6). Similarly, the weight of the edge between Node2 and Node3 is TN 2 in Node2(equal to 8). The number of unplaced VMs in Node 3 is the average of the number of unplaced VMs obtained by subtracting 1 from TN 1 in Node1(equal to [5, 5, 4] ) and the number of unplaced VMs obtained by subtracting 1 from TN 2 in Node2(equal to [7, 7, 2] ), equal to [6, 6, 3] . The structure of VMP graph is shown in Fig. 5 . The purpose of generating the VMP graph is to change the PageRank algorithm from calculating the importance of webpages to the possibility that PM achieves the resource usage represented by node. The calculation process of the PageRank algorithm will be described in detail in the next section. 
C. WEIGHTED PAGERANK ALGORITHM
The PageRank algorithm assigns the PageRank value of a node evenly to all the nodes pointed by this node. After weight is added to the PageRank algorithm, the algorithm assigns PageRank value of this node to all the nodes pointed by this node proportionally based on the weight of the edge of this node pointing to each node. Since the weight of an edge represents the number of unplaced VMs of the VM type in the VMP operation represented by the edge, the more the number of unplaced VMs of the VM type required to generate a node, the higher PageRank values are assigned to this node. The objective is to make the PM is more likely to select VMs of the VM type with a large number of unplaced VMs, thus reducing the conflict of unplaced VMs between PMs. Specifically, we assume that Node p points to Node q and Node r , respectively. The weight of the edge between Node p and Node q is w pq , and the weight of the edge between Node p and Node r is w pr . When the algorithm allocates the PageRank value PR p of the Node p , the PageRank value PR pq assigned to Node q is
the PageRank value PR pr assigned to Node r is
where α is used to expand the impact of the number of unplaced VMs on VMP algorithm. After adding weight to the PageRank algorithm, the PageRank value of a node can be computed:
where d is a damping factor, which is generally assumed to be 0.85 [27] , N is the number of all nodes in VMP graph, S(Node p ) represents all nodes that point to Node p , w qp is the weight of the edge between Node q and Node p , w(Node q ) represents the set of weights of all edges with Node q as tail node, α is an influence coefficient of weight. After generating two VMP graphs for a PM, WPRVMP calculates two PageRank scores of the PM through the two graphs to measure the possibility of the PM making full use of resources under two VMP conditions. The algorithm first calculates PageRank values for all nodes in the graph refer to (12) , and then adds all nodes representing the maximum resource usage of the PM to the maximum resource usage nodes list maxNodeList, N (maxNodeList) is the number of nodes in maxNodeList. These nodes represent all maximum resource usage that PM can achieve through VMP strategies, and PageRank values of these nodes represent the possibility that the PM achieves the maximum resource usage represented by these nodes. For each Node r ∈ maxNodeList, in order to standardize the PageRank values of the different nodes, the algorithm divides the PR(Node r ) by the sum of PageRank values of all the nodes in maxNodeList. The number of nodes in maxNodeList of different VMP graphs has a large difference due to the difference in the number of VMs already accommodated in PM, resulting in a large difference in PageRank scores of different PMs. So, in order to standardize the PageRank score between different PMs, the algorithm multiplies PR(Node r ) by N (maxNodeList). Then, for each Node r , we compute its final PageRank value by multiplying the resource utilization MRU (Node r ) of the node. The object is to reduce the PageRank value of the nodes with lower resource utilization. Finally, the algorithm selects the maximum PageRank value of the nodes in maxNodeList as the PageRank score of the PM, indicating the possibility of the PM making full use of resources. The PageRank score PR for PM can be expressed as:
The pseudo-code of the algorithm is presented in Algorithm 2. The algorithm takes the initial node Node f generated by a PM, a damping factor d, and an influence coefficient of weight α as input, and takes the PageRank score PR of PM as output. The algorithm first defines variable NoOutPr is the PageRank value assigned to each node by the nodes without outbound link, and initializes NoOutPr and PR to 0 (Line 1-2 
D. VM PLACEMENT ALGORITHM
The goal of the VMP algorithm in this paper is to reduce the number of active PMs by maximizing the total resource utilization of all active PMs. Therefore, the algorithm considers the total resource utilization of all active PMs when selecting a PM for a VM. First, the algorithm finds PMs from assign_PMlist(obtained from Algorithm 1) with the resource capacity to accommodate the given VM, and adds them to available_PMlist. Then, the algorithm calculates the final score of each P r ∈ available_PMlist according to the impact of the given VM placed on P r on the maximum resource utilization of all P k ∈ available_PMlist. The final score for P r can be expressed as:
where PR_t and PR_f represent the PageRank score of PM under the conditions that when the given VM is placed and when the given VM is not placed, respectively (obtained from Algorithm 2), |available_PMlist| represents the number of PMs in available_PMlist. The algorithm calculates the sum of the PageRank score PR_t r of P r and all the PageRank scores PR_f k of all P k ∈ available_PMlist (except P r ), and divides the sum by |available_PMlist| to get the average score of all PMs under the condition that the VM is placed on P r , which is taken as the final score of P r . The final score of PM represents the probability of achieving greater resource utilization of all active PMs when the given VM is placed on the PM. The algorithm ranks all PMs based on the final score of PM, and places the VM according to the ranking results. The pseudo-code of the algorithm is presented in Algorithm 3. The algorithm takes the VM list to be placed VMlist and the PM list that can be used PMlist as input, and sets a list of VMs that failed to be placed no_placed_VMlist. The algorithm first initializes relevant variables and lists (Line 1-2), and then the algorithm obtains the initial PM list to be allocated assign_PMlist refer to Algorithm 1(Line 3). In line 4-26, the algorithm selects a PM for each VM in VMlist. For each V j ∈ VMlist, the algorithm adds PMs Algorithm 2 Weighted PageRank algorithm Input: the initial node Node f generated by a PM; a damping factor d; an influence coefficient of weight α Output: PageRank score PR of PM 1: NoOutPr ← 0; 2: PR ← 0; 3: generate VM placement graph G through Node f ; 4: for each Node p ∈ G do 5: PR(Node p ) ← 1; 6: NPR(Node p ) ← 0; 7: end for 8: NoOutNodeList ←all nodes that are not outbound link in G; 9: while PageRank not converging do 10: for each Node o ∈ NoOutNodeList do 11: NoOutPr ← NoOutPr + PR(Node o ) N ; 12: end for 13: for each Node p ∈ G do 14: S(Node p ) ← all nodes that point to Node p ; 15: for each Node q ∈ S(Node p ) do 16: w qp ← the weight of the edge between Node q and Node p ; 17: w(Node q ) ← weights of all edges with Node q as tail node; 18 : 19: end for 20: NPR(Node p ) ← NPR(Node p ) + NoOutPr; 21: PR(Node p ) ← 1−d N + d · NPR(Node p ); 22: NPR(Node p ) ← 0; 23: end for 24: NoOutPr ← 0; 25: end while 26: maxNodeList ← all maximum resource usage nodes in G; 27: for each Node r ∈ maxNodeList do 28: PR(Node r ) ←
PR(Node r )·N (maxNodeList)
Nodes∈maxNodeList PR(Node s ) · MRU (Node r ); 29: if PR < PR(Node r ) then 30: PR ← PR(Node r ); 31: end if 32: end for 33: return PR; from all P i ∈ assign_PMlist with the resource capacity to accommodate V j to available_PMlist (Line 7), and generates two nodes Node_t i and Node_f i for them under the conditions that when V j is placed and when V j is not placed (Line 8), and then obtains two PageRank scores PR_t i and PR_f i of P i by Node_t i and Node_f i refers to Algorithm 2(Line 9). Next, the algorithm determines whether or not the available_PMlist is null. If it is not null, indicating that some PMs in assign_PMlist has enough resources to accommodate V j . For each P r ∈ available_PMlist, the algorithm calculates its final score score_P r refer to (14) (Line 14) , then selects the PM with maximum score as bestPM (Line 15-18), and places V j on bestPM (Line 20), and then initializes the relevant parameters and lists for the next VMP(Line 21-22). If it is null, indicating that no PM in assign_PMlist has enough resources to accommodate V j , the algorithm adds V j to no_placed_VMlist (Line 24). After a round of placement for all VMs, the algorithm determines whether no_placed_VMlist is null (Line 27). If it is null, indicating that all VMs are placed, the VMP algorithm ends. Otherwise, the algorithm updates VMlist to no_placed_VMlist, and PMlist to the list which is obtained by removing all PMs in assign_PMlist from PMlist (Line 28-29). Finally, the algorithm determines whether the updated PMlist is null. If the updated PMlist is null, indicating no PM can be used to place VMs that failed to be placed, the algorithm returns no feasible solution (Line 33). Otherwise, the algorithm uses the updated VMlist and PMlist as input recursive execution the algorithm to reselect a PM for each VM that failed to be placed (Line 31 [29] to simulate the VM requirements in the real environment. The resource requirements for each type of VM are shown in Table 1 . Test B and C were performed under heterogeneous server environment. We used three types of PMs, and the resource Algorithm 3 VM placement algorithm Input: VM list to be placed VMlist; PM list that can be used PMlist 1: available_PMlist ← null; no_placed_VMlist ← null; 2: maxscore ← 0; 3: obtain the initial PM list to be allocated assign_PMlist refer to Algorithm 1; 4: for each V j ∈ VMlist do 5: for each P i ∈ assign_PMlist do 6: if P i has resource capacity to accommodate V j then 7: add P i to available_PMlist; 8: Generate Node_t i and Node_f i under the conditions that when V j is placed and when V j is not placed; 9: Calculate PR_t i and PR_f i by Node_t i and Node_f i refers to Algorithm 2; 10: end if 11: end for 12: if available_PMlist = null then 13: for each P r ∈ available_PMlist do 14: score_P r ← if score_P r > maxscore then 16: maxscore ← score_P r ; 17: bestPM ← P r ; 18: end if 19: end for 20: place V j on bestPM ; 21: maxscore ← 0; 22: available_PMlist ← null; 23: else 24: add V j to no_placed_VMlist; 25: end if 26 : end for 27: if no_placed_VMlist = null then 28: VMlist ← no_placed_VMlist; 29: PMlist ← the list which is obtained by removing all PMs in assign_PMlist from PMlist; 30: if PMlist = null then 31: use VMlist and PMlist as input recursive execution algorithm; Table 2 . Their maximum power consumption at full-load is 315W, 400W, and 475W respectively. For VM types, test B used same VM types as test A, and test C set up six VM types with bottleneck resource requirements, including two CPU-intensive (C1, C2), two RAM-intensive (M1, M2) and two bandwidthintensive (B1, B2) VM types, the resource requirements for each VM type are shown in Table 3 . The purpose of setting up these three tests is to test the effectiveness of WPRVMP algorithm under homogeneous server environment, heterogeneous server environment, and cloud environment with bottleneck resources. The number of VMs in the experiment are 200, 500, 1000, and 1500, and the VM types were randomly set. Each test is repeated 100 times, and the average results were reported.
The experiment compared WPRVMP algorithm with random algorithm, FFD algorithm [8] , and PageRankVM algorithm [9] to verify the performance of WPRVMP algorithm. FFD sorts the VMs in descending order of resource requirements and places a VM on the first PM with enough remaining resources. FFD gives the result is no more than 11 9 · OPT + 1(OPT is the optimal result) [30] , and has good performance compared with other deterministic algorithms. The PageRankVM also uses the PageRank algorithm, and ranks PMs according to the probability of a PM for fully utilizing its resources after accommodating a given VM, and places the given VM according to the ranking result, so as to improve the resource utilization of PMs and reduce the number of active PMs. We compared these VMP algorithms in terms of the number of active PMs, average resource utilization of all active PMs, power consumption, and SLA violation. In simulation experiment, in order to ensure the accuracy of the experiment, both the PageRankVM algorithm and WPRVMP algorithm set the damping factor d = 0.85, the maximum number of iterations is 100, and the algorithm termination condition parameter is 0.001. In addition, we set the influence coefficient of weight α = 5 in WPRVMP (It is verified by experiments that α = 5 is optimal).
B. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we present experimental results of comparing WPRVMP with other algorithms under three different test environments, and analyze the experimental results to prove that WPRVMP is efficient under different server and cloud resources environments (homogeneous, heterogeneous, and bottleneck resources).
1) TEST A: HOMOGENEOUS ENVIRONMENT
In test A, we run these algorithms in a homogeneous environment, and the results are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 .
It can be observed from Fig. 6 that WPRVMP obtains the best solution with different numbers of VMs. The random algorithm obtains the worst solution using the maximal number of PMs, due to random placement of VMs. The performance of PageRankVM and WPRVMP is better than FFD and Random, because they consider the difference of different types of VMs for different resource requirements. WPRVMP uses fewer PMs than PageRankVM. This is because WPRVMP considers the number of unplaced VMs and the total resource utilization of all PMs in VMP. Fig. 7 shows the average CPU, RAM, bandwidth utilization and average resource utilization of all active PMs in test A with 1500 VMs. WPRVMP obtains the maximal average resource utilization, and the average resource utilization of all types of resources are higher than 90%. Random obtains the lowest average resource. The average resource utilization of PageR-ankVM is higher than FFD, but lower than WPRVMP. Therefore, the results of test A show the effectiveness of WPRVMP in homogeneous server environment.
2) TEST B: HETEROGENEOUS ENVIRONMENT
Since most PMs are heterogeneous in a real cloud environment, we set up tests under heterogeneous server environment. The results of test B are shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 .
We can observe from Fig. 8 , Random obtains the worst solution in a heterogeneous server environment. FFD is better than Random but worse than PageRankVM. The performance of WPRVMP is better than the other three algorithms. From Fig. 9 , we can see that WPRVMP has the maximal average resource utilization, in which the average resource utilization of CPU and bandwidth are higher than 90%. Although the average resource utilization of RAM is lower than 90%, the average resource utilization of PMs reaches 90%. The average resource utilization of all types of resources of PageRankVM are higher than 80%, but lower than 90%. Although it is lower than WPRVMP, but higher than FFD and Random.
Compared with test A, WPRVMP is more effective than PageRankVM in test B. The reason is that WPRVMP considers the total resource utilization of all active PMs, but PageRankVM only considers the resource utilization of a single PM. Under heterogeneous server environment, the difference in resource capacity of different types of PM makes the superiority of WPRVMP is more apparent.
3) TEST C: BOTTLENECK RESOURCE HETEROGENEOUS ENVIRONMENT
Because bottleneck resources may exist in a cloud computing environment, we designed test C to test the effectiveness of WPRVMP in a cloud environment with bottleneck resources. The results of test C are given in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 .
As shown in Fig. 10 , WPRVMP obtains the best solution in a cloud environment with bottleneck resources,and the superiority of WPRVMP is more apparent as the scale of the problem increases. PageRankVM is better than FFD and Random but worse than WPRVMP. Random obtains the worst solution. Fig. 11 shows the average CPU, RAM, bandwidth utilization and average resource utilization of all active PMs in test C with 1500 VMs. FFD and Random obtain lower average resource utilization, because they ignore the difference in resource requirements of different types of VMs, and VMs with bottleneck resources have great differences in resource requirements. WPRVMP has the maximal average CPU, RAM, bandwidth utilization and average resource utilization, and its average resource utilization of all active PMs is higher than 90%. The average resource utilization of PageRankVM is lower than WPRVMP but higher than FFD and Random.
Compared with test B, the superiority of WPRVMP is more apparent in Test C. Because VMs with bottleneck resources have great differences in resource demands. This difference makes it easier for different PMs to cause conflicts in accommodating different types of unplaced VMs. WPRVMP considers the balance between different types of unplaced VMs and all PMs in VMP, so the superiority of WPRVMP is more apparent in a cloud environment with bottleneck resources. The results of test C demonstrate the effectiveness of WPRVMP in a bottleneck resource heterogeneous environment.
4) POWER CONSUMPTION AND SLA VIOLATION
We compared the power consumption and SLA violation of these algorithms in the test environment of test C to further verify the performance of WPRVMP algorithm. For power consumption, we use the PowerModelLinear power model provided by CloudSim. The power model is defined as: P(U CPU ) = k · P max + (1 − k) · P max · U CPU (15) where P max is the maximum power consumed by a full-load PM, k is the percent of power consumption in idle state, and U CPU is the CPU utilization of the PM. According to the experiment [22] , the k is set to 0.6. The SLA violation is represented by the percentage of time, during which active PMs have experienced the CPU utilization of 100% [31] . The results of power consumption and SLA violation are given in Figure 12 and Figure 13 .
It can be observed from Figure 12 that Random consumes the highest power. FFD consumes less power than Random but higher than PageRankVM and WPRVMP. WPRVMP consumes the least power, and compared to PageRankVM and FFD, it reduced power consumption by 10.9% and 24.9% respectively. From Figure 13 , we can see that FFD has the highest SLA violations, and Random is lower than FFD. PageRank and WPRVMP have lower SLA violations than Random and FFD, because they consider different types of VMs and reasonably assign multiple dimensional VM resource demands to PMs. The SLA violations of WPRVMP is higher than WPRVMP, because the resource utilization of PMs in WPRVMP is higher than PageR-ankVM. However, the SLA violations between them are very close. Because WPRVMP places VMs according to the total resource utilization of all active PMs, instead of maximizing the resource utilization of a single PM, which makes VMs are placed on all active PMs more balanced and hence avoids producing many overload PMs.
Increasing resource utilization of PMs is beneficial to reduce the power consumption of PMs, but it will lead to an increase in SLA violation. Therefore, a VMP algorithm needs to take reasonable measures to ensure a low SLA violation while improving resource utilization of PMs.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we add the consideration of unplaced VMs in VMP process and the total resource utilization of all active PMs into VMP algorithm, and propose a VMP algorithm based on weighted PageRank WPRVMP for reducing the number of active PMs and improving the total resource utilization of all PMs in cloud datacenters. We compare WPRVMP with PageRankVM algorithm, FFD algorithm, and Random algorithm under three test environments: homogeneous environment, heterogeneous environment, and bottleneck resource heterogeneous environment. The experimental results demonstrate that WPRVMP is superior to other algorithms in reducing the number of active PMs and improving the resource utilization of PMs in all test environments, and the superiority of our algorithm is more apparent in a heterogeneous server environment and complex cloud environment with bottleneck resources.
In the future, we will simulate the WPRVMP algorithm in a real cloud environment to evaluate our VMP algorithm. Furthermore, we will further research and improve this algorithm, so that it can be applied to more complex cloud environments, and more effectively reduce the number of active PMs and improve the total resource utilization of all PMs in cloud datacenters.
